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We consider the problem of automatically recognizing a human face from its multi-view images with

unconstrained poses. We formulate the multi-view face recognition task as a joint sparse representa-

tion model and take advantage of the correlations among the multiple views for face recognition using

a novel joint dynamic sparsity prior. The proposed joint dynamic sparsity prior promotes shared joint

sparsity patterns among the multiple sparse representation vectors at class-level, while allowing

distinct sparsity patterns at atom-level within each class to facilitate a flexible representation. Extensive

experiments on the CMU Multi-PIE face database are conducted to verify the efficacy of the proposed

method.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Person identification is of paramount importance in many
applications, such as surveillance and security. Due to the rich
information contained in face images, face recognition is still one
of the most important approaches for person identification. Much
work on face recognition has focused on using a single probe face
image for identification [1,2]. These methods are limited by their
sensitivity to pose variation of the probe face image, which is a
common problem in real world scenarios. Moreover, single image-
based recognition methods are not reliable if the input image is
noisy or occluded, as typically encountered in practice. In many
cases, multiple views of the same face can be obtained for
recognition, as in video surveillance, where multiple snapshots
at different time instances capturing varying poses of the subject
are available. Similarly, in video camera networks, multiple
images of the same subject at different viewpoints are available
for identification. Therefore, it is natural to exploit the paradigm of
using multiple face images for recognition. Currently, most of the
existing face recognition techniques are designed for single frontal
view based face recognition, which are obviously not optimal in
the multi-view scenario due to their sensitivity to poses and the
failure of exploiting the inter-correlation among the multiple
views of the same subject. In this paper, we will develop a novel
face recognition method that can take multiple face images
ll rights reserved.
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captured from possibly different viewpoints for recognition, with-
out requiring the poses/viewpoints to be known or estimated.

Various kinds of algorithms have been developed for face
recognition in the literature. Nearest Neighbor (NN) method is
one of the most simple and intuitive methods for face recognition.
NN classifies the probe face based on the best representation using
a single training sample, which is essentially a point-to-point
classification method. The Nearest Subspace (NS) method [3,4]
generalizes NN method in the sense that it classifies the test
sample based on the best linear representation in terms of all the
training samples in each class. In this way, the classification
decision can be made by using the information from all the training
samples of each class, which is more robust than NN. The sparse
representation-based classification (SRC) method [5] is a further
generalization of NS by representing the test sample using the
training samples (atoms) adaptively selected from all the candidate
training samples (a structured dictionary) from both within and
across different classes. This method has been demonstrated to be
more robust to illumination and sparse corruption, which are the
common factors that degrade the performance of the face recogni-
tion algorithms. By nature, NN, NS, and SRC are all single image-
based face recognition methods, which only use the information
from a single input face for recognition. For some recent advances
in single image-based face recognition, refer to [6–8].

Recently, there has been a growing interest in face recognition
from a set of images due to its advantages over single image-
based methods. By using multiple face images of the same subject
for recognition, it can potentially improve the robustness of the
recognition system to different kinds of variations. Several differ-
ent schemes have recently been developed in the literature. In [9],
esentation for multi-view face recognition, Pattern Recognition
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a single view image obtained via the weighted average of the
multi-view face images is used for achieving multi-view recogni-
tion. Inspired by label propagation [10], a graph-based face
recognition method using image set is proposed in [11], which
first constructs a similarity graph between the images in the input
set and those in the training set, and then applies a class-wise
graph matching procedure for joint identification. Another set-
based face recognition method is proposed in [12], where each
face set is modeled by affine hulls (or convex hulls) spanned by
the samples in the set, and the classification decision is based on
the distance from the affine hull of observations to that of training
samples from each class. Among all the approaches, one of the
most well-known set-based face recognition approaches is the
Mutual Subspace Method (MSM) [13], which models the face set
as a point on a Grassmann manifold [14], thus converting the task
of comparing set-to-set distance to point-to-point distance on the
Grassmann manifold, where distance-based classifiers can be
applied. The above-mentioned methods are all limited by the fact
that they calculate the distance between the input test set and
each of the gallery face sets independently. Moreover, they treat
each set of gallery face images as a single linear subspace, which
may not be proper when large pose variations exist. A natural
generalization of the SRC method is the joint sparse representa-
tion-based classification (JSRC) method which can be applied for
classification in the presence of multiple test samples [15,16]. The
JSRC method assumes that the multiple test samples share the
same sparsity pattern. However, this is inappropriate for multi-
view faces with large pose differences, thus limiting its practical
applications.

In this paper, we propose a novel Joint Dynamic Sparse
Representation based Classification (JDSRC) method for multi-
view face recognition. A graphical illustration of the proposed
method is depicted in Fig. 1. The proposed method exploits the
correlations (or relationships) among the multiple views using a
novel concept of joint dynamic sparsity, thus improving the overall
performance of a recognition system without requiring any post-
processing. Moreover, the proposed method allows a more
flexible atom selection process than the JSRC method [15,16]
and also has the advantage of not requiring the poses to be known
or estimated. As shown in Fig. 1, given a set of observations from
different viewpoints for the same subject, we first perform a joint
dynamic sparse representation of this observation ensemble with
respect to a dictionary of training images and then classify the
observation ensemble to the class which gives the minimum total
reconstruction error. As the multiple observations describe the
same subject, the recovered sparse representation vectors tend to
have the same sparsity pattern at class-level, ideally with non-
zero coefficients only associated with the training images belong-
ing to the correct subject (class) in the dictionary. Furthermore,
since the multiple view face images are captured from quite
different viewpoints, the atom-level sparsity patterns of the
representation vectors are not going to be the same for all the
Joint Dynamic SparseRe

Dictionary

Multi-view Probe Faces Class 1 Class 2

Fig. 1. Multi-view face recognition framework. Each subject is imaged from differen

recognition system. This multi-view probe face set is then used for joint dynamic sparse

class with the minimum reconstruction error is regarded as the label for the probe su
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multi-view probe faces, thus the non-zero coefficients tend to be
mainly associated with the training images of similar viewpoints
to each probe face that belong to the same class. We term this
property as the joint dynamic sparsity when multiple sparse
representation vectors share sparsity patterns at class-level but
not necessarily at atom-level. Respecting this property, the
proposed JDSRC method can achieve several significant goals:
(1) it exploits the correlations among all the views and combines
the information from each view for discrimination during the
joint sparse recovery process rather than performing a post-
processing procedure, thus potentially avoiding the risk of making
erroneous decisions for each observation when treated indepen-
dently; (2) the joint dynamic sparsity model adopted in JDSRC is
also more flexible and adaptive than the atom selection procedure
used in simultaneous/joint sparse representation [15,16], thus is
more effective for multi-view face recognition task.

This paper is an extension of our previous work reported in
[17], where we have developed a sparsity-based classification
algorithm that was applied to multiple measurements obtained
from a set of heterogeneous sensors. In that paper we addressed
the issues on the general classification problems which can deal
with heterogeneous sensors and did not address the specific
issues on face recognition problems thoroughly. However, in this
paper we focus specifically on the multi-view face recognition
problem where we have conducted extensive experiments to
evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm on a large
multi-view face database, consisting of a large number of subjects
as well as involving multiple views from a set of homogenous
sensors. Furthermore, we examine the effects of sparsity, recogni-
tion performance in the presence of large pose differences as well
as time complexity of the algorithm, which are not evaluated in
[17]. The results are compared with several state-of-the-art face
recognition methods in the literature.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
make a brief review of sparse representation-based method for
single view-based face recognition. Then we derive the novel joint
dynamic sparse representation-based multi-view face recognition
method in Section 3, accompanied with a detailed description of
the implementation of the proposed method. Extensive experi-
ments are conducted using the CMU Multi-PIE database [18] in
Section 4 under various settings to evaluate the efficacy of the
proposed method compared with both classical as well as state-

of-the-art methods. Finally, we make some discussions and con-
clude this paper in Section 5.
2. Face recognition via sparse representation

The task of recovering the sparse representation of a datum
with respect to a basis or a dictionary has been an active topic in
many fields, such as image processing [19], computer vision, and
pattern recognition [20]. Sparsity is the key factor of recent active
presentation Total Reconstruction Error
based Classification

Sparse Representations

Subject 2

t viewpoints, generating multi-view probe faces, which is the input to our face

representation. Finally, the class-wise reconstruction errors are calculated, and the

bject.
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topics such as sparse coding [21,22] and compressive sensing
[23,24], which has conventionally been used as a strong prior for
alleviating the ill-posedness of the inverse problems [19]. But
recent work shows that the sparse coefficients are also discrimi-
native [5,22]. Recently, a sparse representation based classification
method for a single image frontal view-based face recognition is
developed in [5]. This method casts the task of face recognition as
one of classifying between several linear regression face models
via sparse representation, and is based on a simple assumption
that data samples of the same class lie in the same subspace of a
much lower dimensionality. Thus, a new test sample, y, from class
i lies in the same subspace as the training samples (atoms) of the
same class Ai

¼ ½ai
1,ai

2, . . .�; therefore, it can be represented as a
linear combination of the samples from class i as

y¼ xi
1a

i
1þxi

2a
i
2þ � � � ¼Aixi, ð1Þ

where xi ¼ ½xi
1,xi

2, . . .� is the coefficient vector containing the
appropriate weights for each atom in class i. This naturally leads
to a sparse representation over the whole training dataset of all
the C classes:

y¼ Ax¼ ½A1 A2
� � � Ai

� � � AC
�

0

0

^

xi

^

0

2
666666664

3
777777775

, ð2Þ

where A¼ ½A1 A2
� � � Ai

� � � AC
� is a structured dictionary consist-

ing of C class-subdictionaries, and x¼ ½0> 0> � � � xi> � � � 0>�> is
the corresponding sparse representation vector. As the class label
for the test image y is unknown, it is assumed that its representa-
tion, x, with respect to the whole training set, A, can be recovered
via the sparse representation procedure shown in [5]:

x̂ ¼ arg min
x

JxJ0

s:t: Jy�AxJ2
2re, ð3Þ

or via the sparsity constrained form

x̂ ¼ arg min
x

Jy�AxJ2
2

s:t: JxJ0rK , ð4Þ

where e is the reconstruction error parameter and K is the sparsity
level, representing the number of active atoms in the dictionary
(i.e., those atoms with non-zero coefficients). The class label is
decided based on the minimum reconstruction error criteria as

î ¼ SRCðyÞ ¼ arg min
i

Jy�Adi
ðx̂ÞJ2 ¼ arg min

i
Jy�Aix̂iJ2, ð5Þ

where di
ðx̂Þ is an operator that keeps the elements of x̂ corre-

sponding to the i-th class, while setting others to be zero. This SRC
method has been shown to achieve superior performance on
single frontal view based face recognition [5].
Fig. 2. Pictorial illustration of different sparsity models for coefficient matrix X.

Each column denotes a sparse representation vector and each squared block

denotes a coefficient value. A white block denotes zero entry value. Colored blocks

denote non-zeros values. (a) Separate sparsity: each sparse representation vector

is treated separately (see Eq. (6)), (b) joint sparsity: the sparse representation

vectors share a same sparsity pattern (see Eq. (7)), (c) joint dynamic sparsity: the

multiple sparse representation vector share the same sparsity pattern at class-

level but atom-level sparsity pattern could be different (see Eq. (10)). (For

interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred

to the web version of this article.)
3. Multi-view face recognition via joint dynamic sparse
representation

We will present our novel multi-view face recognition method
in this section. Given Ni training images from class i, which may
be captured from different viewpoints, denoted as a class-sub-
dictionary Ai

¼ ½ai
1, . . . ,ai

Ni �ARd�Ni

, we can then collect the class-
subdictionaries for all the C classes into a single structured
dictionary as: A¼ ½A1,A2, . . . ,AC

�ARd�N , where d is the dimen-
sionality of data and N¼

PC
i ¼ 1 Ni is the total number of training

samples. Given M views fy1, . . . ,yMg from different viewpoints of a
test subject, we arrange them column-wise into a view matrix as
Please cite this article as: H. Zhang, et al., Joint dynamic sparse repr
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Y¼ ½y1, . . . ,yM �ARd�M and denote their sparse representations
with respect to A as a coefficient matrix X¼ ½x1, . . . ,xM�ARN�M .

3.1. Joint sparse representation model revisited

In many practical situations, we have access to multiple views
of the same subject. Therefore, it is natural to exploit the
information from all the multiple views to make a single joint
decision for recognition task. Given M views of the same subject,
we can rewrite all the M sparse representation problems (4)
together as

fx̂ ig
M
i ¼ 1 ¼ arg min

fxig

XM

i ¼ 1

Jyi�AxiJ
2
2

s:t: JxiJ0rK , 81r irM: ð6Þ

However, this formulation does not exploit the relationship
between the different views since the minimization is separable
over each view (Fig. 2(a)). To combine the information from
multiple views for recognition, a joint sparsity assumption (con-
straint) can be applied to the representation vectors [16], which
states that the multiple sparse representation vectors share the
same sparsity pattern, i.e., selecting the same set of atoms for
representation for each view, while the coefficient values corre-
sponding to the same selected atoms may be different, as shown
in Fig. 2(b). Under this assumption, the sparse representations for
the multiple views are recovered jointly by solving the following
optimization problem:

X̂ ¼ arg min
X

JY�AXJ2
F

s:t: JXJ‘0\‘2
rK , ð7Þ

where J � J2
F denotes the Frobenius norm. JXJ‘0\‘2

is the mixed-
norm by applying ‘2-norm on each row of X and then applying
‘0-norm on the resulting vector. The classification method with
this type of joint sparsity prior is called the joint sparse repre-
sentation-based classification method. The sparse representation
matrix recovered via (7) will have the property of row sparsity, as
illustrated in Fig. 2(b). However, in the case of multi-view face
recognition, assuming that all the views share the same sparsity
pattern is too restrictive since the multiple views could have been
captured from quite different view points. Therefore, all the views
cannot be properly represented by the same set of atoms. This is
addressed by the novel model presented in the sequel.

3.2. Joint dynamic sparse representation model

In reality, it is often the case that due to the variation of
observation conditions (e.g., viewpoint, illumination), each view
can be better represented by a different set of samples but from
esentation for multi-view face recognition, Pattern Recognition
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the same class-subdictionary, i.e., sharing the same sparsity
pattern at class-level, but not necessarily at atom-level. Therefore,
the desired sparse representation vectors for the multiple obser-
vations should share the same class-level sparsity pattern, while
their atom-level sparsity patterns may be distinct, i.e., following
joint dynamic sparsity, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). In the following,
we will introduce our Joint Dynamic Sparse Representation (JDSR)
model, which exploits the joint dynamic sparsity prior for multi-
view face recognition. One of the key ingredients in our JDSR
model for promoting joint dynamic sparsity is the introduction of
the dynamic active set. Each dynamic active set, gsARM for
s¼ 1;2, . . ., refers to the (row-) indices of a set of coefficients
belonging to the same class in the coefficient matrix X, where a
number of dynamic active sets are jointly activated during the
sparse representation of multiple observations. Each dynamic
active set gs contains only one index for each column of X, e.g.,
gsðmÞ is the row-index of the selected atom for the m-th column
of X in the s-th dynamic active set, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Therefore
in our algorithm, we allow the sparse representation for each
view to be different, but are forced to share the same class-level

(group) structure, due to the physical constraint that all the views
are from the same subject and belong to the same class.

We formulate our JDSR model as a multivariate regression
problem with a novel joint dynamic sparsity promoting term,
which is derived in the sequel. The following properties are
desired in designing such a term: (i) cues from multiple views
should be combined during joint sparse representation, thus
enhancing the robustness of joint sparse recovery; (ii) sparsity
across dynamic active sets should be promoted, thus inducing
joint dynamic sparsity pattern over the recovered multiple sparse
representation vectors. To combine the strength of all the atoms
within a dynamic active set (thus, across all the views), we apply
‘2-norm over each dynamic active set. To promote sparsity to
allow a small number of dynamic active sets to be involved during
the joint sparsity representation, we apply ‘0-norm across the
‘2-norm of the dynamic active sets. Therefore, we arrive at the
following joint dynamic sparsity promoting term:

JXJG ¼ J½Jxg1
J2,Jxg2

J2, � � ��J0, ð8Þ

where xgs
denotes the vector formed as the collection of the

coefficients associated with the s-th dynamic active set gs:

xgs
¼XðgsÞ ¼ ½Xðgsð1Þ,1Þ,Xðgsð2Þ,2Þ, � � � ,XðgsðMÞ,MÞ�

>ARM : ð9Þ

To recover the sparse representation coefficient matrix X with the
joint dynamic sparsity constraint for the multiple observations
fymg

M
m ¼ 1, we propose the following Joint Dynamic Sparse Repre-

sentation (JDSR) model:

X̂ ¼ arg min
X

JY�AXJ2
F

s:t: JXJGrK , ð10Þ

where K is the sparsity level. The use of joint dynamic sparsity
regularization term JXJG has the following advantages:
�

P
(2
‘2-norm is applied over each dynamic active set, thus allowing
to combine the cues from all the views during joint sparse
representation; moreover, dynamic active sets are very flexible
in selecting the atoms of the same class from the dictionary,
and they will provide a better representation of the multiple
view images, which are the different measurements of the
same subject from different view-points;

�
 ‘0-norm is applied across the dynamic active sets, thus

encouraging the selection of the most parsimonious and
representative dynamic active sets, which promotes a joint
sparsity pattern shared at class-level while allowing the
within-class sparsity patterns to be distinct in order to
lease cite this article as: H. Zhang, et al., Joint dynamic sparse rep
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facilitate the class-wise selection of the most representative
atoms for each view.

3.3. Joint dynamic sparse representation algorithm

The JDSR model (10) is very challenging to solve due to the co-
existence of ‘0-norm and joint dynamic sparsity constraint. We
propose to solve (10) with a greedy JDSR algorithm, as detailed in
Algorithm 1. The proposed JDSR algorithm has a similar algorith-
mic structure as Simultaneous Orthogonal Matching Pursuit
(SOMP) [16] and Compressive Simultaneous Orthogonal Matching
Pursuit (CoSOMP) [25], which includes the following general
steps: (i) select new candidates based on the current residue;
(ii) merge the newly selected candidate set with the previously
selected atom set; (iii) estimate the representation coefficients
based on the merged atom set; (iv) prune the merged atom set to
a specified sparsity level based on the newly estimated repre-
sentation coefficients; (v) update the residue. This procedure is
iterated until certain conditions are satisfied [25]. We use Xð: ,iÞ to
denote the i-th column of X and use Xð: ,iÞ to denote all the
columns indexed by i (similar notations are used for the rows).
The major difference between our proposed JDSR algorithm and
CoSOMP [25] lies in the atom selection criteria used in steps
(i) and (iv) of Algorithm 1, which is detailed in the sequel.

Algorithm 1. Joint Dynamic Sparse Representation (JDSR).
resen
1:
 Input: multi-view data matrix Y, dictionary A, sparsity
level K, number of views M.
2:
 Output: sparse coefficients matrix X.

3:
 Initialize: R’Y, I’|

4:
 While stopping criteria false Do
E¼A>R

% (i) atom selection via joint dynamic sparse mapping

Inew’PJDSðE,2KÞ
I’½I>,I>new�
> % (ii)index matrix updating
% (iii) representation coefficients updating

For m¼ 1;2, . . . ,M
i’Ið: ,mÞ
Cði,mÞ’ðAð: ,iÞ>Að: ,iÞÞ�1Að: ,iÞ>Yð: ,mÞ

End

% (iv) atom pruning via joint dynamic sparse mapping

I’PJDSðC,KÞ % joint dynamic sparse mapping
X’0

For m¼ 1;2, . . . ,M
i’Ið: ,mÞ, Xði,mÞ’Cði,mÞ

End

R¼AX�Y % (v) residue updating
5:
 End While

6:
 X’0

7:
 For m¼ 1;2, . . . ,M
i’Ið: ,mÞ
Xði,mÞ’ðAð: ,iÞ>Að: ,iÞÞ�1Að: ,iÞ>Yð: ,mÞ

8:
 End
At each iteration of JDSR (step (i) and (iv)), given a coefficient
matrix ZARN�M , we need to select L most representative dynamic
active sets from Z, i.e., constructing the best approximation ẐL to Z
with L dynamic active sets (i.e., JẐLJG ¼ L). This can be obtained as
the solution to the following problem:

ẐL ¼ arg min
ZARN�M

JZ�ZLJF

s:t: JZLJGrL: ð11Þ
tation for multi-view face recognition, Pattern Recognition
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The solution to (11) can be obtained by a procedure called the
Joint Dynamic Sparsity mapping (JDS mapping):

IL ¼PJDSðZ,LÞ, ð12Þ

which gives the index matrix ILARL�M containing the top-L

dynamic active sets for all the M views, as detailed in Algorithm
2. For each iteration of the JDS mapping, it will select a new
dynamic active set, which is achieved via three steps: (i) find the
maximum absolute coefficient for each class and each view; (ii)
combine the maximum absolute coefficients across the views for
each class as the total response; (iii) select the dynamic active set
as the one that gives the maximum total response. After a joint
dynamic active set is determined, we keep a record of the selected
indices as one row of IL and set the associated coefficients in the
coefficient matrix to be zero to ensure none of the coefficients will
be selected again. This procedure is iterated until the specified
number of dynamic active sets are determined. After that, ẐL can
be obtained by keeping the entries of Z selected by IL and setting
the remaining entries to be zero. As mentioned above, Algorithm
2 is used as a sub-routine for dynamic active set selection for each
iteration of Algorithm 1, and this iteration process is repeated on
the residue until certain conditions are satisfied [16,25].

Algorithm 2. Joint Dynamic Sparsity Mapping PJDSðZ,LÞ.
Ple
(20
1:
 Input: coefficient matrix Z, desired number of dynamic
active sets L, dictionary atom label vector u, number of
classes C, number of views M.
2:
 Output: index matrix I for the top-L dynamic active sets.

3:
 Initialize: I’| % initialize the index matrix as empty

4:
 For l¼ 1;2, . . . ,L
For i¼ 1;2, . . . ,C
c’findðu,iÞ % get the index vector for the i-th class

For m¼ 1;2, . . . ,M
% (i) find the maximum coefficient value v and its index t

for the i-th class, m-th view
½v,t�’maxð9Zðc,mÞ9Þ
Vði,mÞ’v, ~Iði,mÞ’cðtÞ

End
% (ii) combine the max-coefficients for each class
sðiÞ’
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPM

m ¼ 1 Vði,mÞ2
q

End
½v̂, t̂ � ¼maxðsÞ % find the best cluster of atoms belonging to
the same class across all the classes
Iðl, :Þ ¼ ~Iðt̂ , :Þ, Zð~Iðt̂ , :ÞÞ’0>
5:
 End
Fig. 3. Illustration of the multi-view face images. (a) The configurations of the 13

head-height cameras in Multi-PIE and (b) example multi-view face images

captured using the multi-camera configuration shown in (a).
Assuming the number of training samples for each class in the
dictionary is n with the total number of class as C (N¼Cn), the JDS
mapping with L-dynamic active sets has the computational
complexity of OðLMN log nþLCðMþ1ÞÞ for each iteration. Empiri-
cal evaluations on the computational complexity have been
conducted in Section 4.7.

3.4. Recognition criteria

After recovering the sparse representation matrix, X̂, for all the
views of the same subject, Y, we make a single decision on the
class label for all the views simultaneously based on X̂ by
combining the residuals from all the multi-view images:

î ¼ arg min
i

JY�Adi
ðX̂ÞJ2

F : ð13Þ

Here di
ðX̂Þ is reused as a matrix operator, keeping the values of X̂

corresponding to the i-th class while setting others to be zero.
ase cite this article as: H. Zhang, et al., Joint dynamic sparse repr
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The use of Frobenius norm J � JF combines the reconstruction
errors from all the views. The overall procedure of the proposed
JDSRC algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 3. When M¼1, the
proposed JDSRC algorithm reduces naturally to the conventional
SRC method and when we confine the indices represented by
a dynamic active set to be within the same row of the coefficient
matrix, then our algorithm reduces to JSRC method.

Algorithm 3. Joint Dynamic Sparse Representation based Classi-
fication (JDSRC).
e

Input: multi-view observation set Y, dictionary A, sparsity
level K

Output: class label î

Perform Joint Dynamic Sparse Representation:

X̂ ¼ JDSRðA,Y,KÞ

Perform reconstruction: Ŷ i ¼Adi
ðX̂Þ

Calculate residue matrix: Ei ¼ Y�Ŷ i

Infer class label: î ¼ arg miniJEiJ
2
F .
4. Experiment results

In this section, we carry out extensive experiments under
various conditions to evaluate the performance of the proposed
JDSRC method. Experiments are conducted on the CMU Multi-PIE
database [18], which contains a large number of face images under
different illuminations, view points and expressions, up to four
sessions over the span of several months. Subjects were imaged
under 20 different illumination conditions, using 13 cameras at
head height, spaced at 151 intervals. Illustrations for the multiple
camera configurations, as well as the captured multi-view images,
are shown in Fig. 3. We use the multi-view face images with
neutral expressions under varying illuminations for 129 subjects
for experiment, which are present in all four sessions. The face
regions for all the poses are extracted manually and are resized to
30�23. The images captured from all the 13 different poses with
the view angles Y¼ f01,7151,7301,7451,7601,7751,7901g
sentation for multi-view face recognition, Pattern Recognition
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are used for experiment. We compare the proposed method with
classical Mutual Subspace Method (MSM) [13], state-of-the-art

Graph-based method [11], SRC [5] method with majority voting,
as well as JSRC method [16]. We set the sparsity level, K¼11 for
SRC, and K¼15 for JSRC and JDSRC, in all our experiments, and
these sparsity levels were empirically found to provide best
results, generally. Random projection is used for dimensionality
reduction [5] in our experiments.

4.1. Face recognition with increasing number of views

In this subsection, we examine the effectiveness of using
multiple views for face recognition. We first examine the face
recognition performance using a single face image captured
from different viewpoints. In this experiment, training images are
from Session 1 using view-subset Ytrain ¼ f01,7301,7601,
7901g, while testing images are generated from Session 2 from
all the views Ytest ¼Y. This is a more realistic and challenging
setting in the sense that the data sets used for training and testing
are collected separately and even not all the poses in the testing
sets are available for training. To generate a test sample with M

views, we first randomly select a subject, iAf1;2, . . . ,129g, from
the test set and then select MAf1;2,3;4,5;6,7g different views
randomly from Ytest captured at the same time instance for
subject i. Two thousand test samples are generated with this
scheme for testing. The recognition results on Session 2 of Multi-
PIE database with d¼64 are summarized in Table 1, and the
corresponding plots are shown in Fig. 4(a). It is demonstrated that
the multi-view based methods (M41) outperform their single-
view counterparts (M¼1) by a large margin, indicating the
advantage of using multiple views in face recognition task. This
is natural to expect, as face images from different views offer
complementary information for recognition. Therefore, by com-
bining the face images from different views properly, we can
potentially achieve better recognition performance than that of
Table 1

Recognition rate (%) under different number of views (C ¼ 129,d¼ 64).

View (M) MSM [13] Graph [11] SRC [5] JSRC [16] JDSRC

1 36.5 44.5 45.0 45.0 45.0
3 48.9 63.4 59.5 53.6 72.0
5 52.5 72.0 62.2 55.0 82.3
7 55.9 76.5 63.3 51.4 84.5
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Fig. 4. Recognition rate under (a) different number of views w
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just using a single view face image. Also, it is noted that the
performance of all the algorithms improves as the number of
views is increased. However, the JSRC method does not perform
well when the number of randomly chosen testing views is large.
The reason is that as the number of testing views increases, the
view differences between different views could be large, and the
assumption used in JSRC that all the views can be represented by
the same set of atoms becomes more and more inaccurate.
Furthermore, the proposed method outperforms all the other
methods under all the different number of views when M41,
which indicates that the proposed method is more effective in
exploiting the inter-correlation between the multiple views for
achieving a joint classification.

4.2. Face recognition under different feature dimensions

In this subsection, we further examine the effects of data
(feature) dimensionality d on the recognition rate using Multi-PIE.
The test samples are generated using Ytrain ¼ f01,7301,7601,
7901g with M¼5. Random projection is used for dimensionality
reduction, which has been shown to be effective for face recogni-
tion in [5]. We vary the data dimensionality in the range of
dAf32;64,128;256g, and the plots in Fig. 4(b) give the perfor-
mance of all the algorithms on Session 2 of Multi-PIE dataset. It is
shown that MSM does not perform well when the dimensionality
of feature is low. However, as the dimensionality of feature
increases, its performance increases quickly. JSRC method per-
forms very similar to MSM in this experiment. The Graph-based
method [11] performs relatively well under low dimensionality.
However, its performance becomes saturated after d464. Similar
saturation phenomena can be observed for SRC. The proposed
method outperforms all the compared methods by a large margin
and performs the best under all the examined dimensionality of
features, which implies the effectiveness of the proposed method
for multi-view face recognition task.

4.3. Face recognition in the presence of view difference between

training and testing

In the above experiments, we have used an experiment setup
such that not all the testing viewpoints were used in the training
process, i.e., recognition performance was evaluated in the pre-
sence of view differences between training and testing. In this
subsection, we further examine the effects of the view differences
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ith d¼64 and (b) different feature dimensions with M¼5.
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on the face recognition performance. Specifically, we examine the
recognition performance of having images from a different set of
viewpoints in testing where no gallery images are available from
those views in the dictionary. We set M¼ 5, d¼ 64 and use
images from Session 1 with the following view angles for
training: Ytrain ¼ f01,7301,7601,7901g. Two thousand test sam-
ples are generated following the same scheme as described in
Section 4.1, but using the following three different view subset
selection schemes in order to choose the test subsets: (1) the
same views as the training: Ys ¼Ytrain; (2) completely different
views from the training: Yd ¼Y�Ytrain; and (3) mixed view
sampling: Ym ¼Y (which is the setup used in Section 4.1). The
recognition results of all the algorithms on Session 2 are pre-
sented in Table 2. As shown in Table 2, the proposed method
performs better under different range of view differences. The
Graph-based method [11] performs relatively well under the
‘Same views’ setting, which is much better than MSM, SRC as
well as JSRC. However, as the view difference between training
and testing increases (from ‘Same views’ setting to ‘Mixed views’
setting and further to ‘Different views’ setting), Graph-based
method [11] degenerates quickly, which implies its sensitivity
to the view-differences between training and testing, thus it does
not generalize well. The proposed method, on the other hand, is
much more robust to the view-differences and outperforms all
the other methods significantly, and, thus, is more suitable for
real-world applications.

4.4. The effects of sparsity

In the sparsity-based recognition method, the sparsity level is an
important factor on the recognition performance. In this subsection,
we examine the effects of the sparsity level on the recognition
performance of the sparsity-based methods. Ytrain ¼ f01,7301,
7601,7901g is used as the training view subset, and Ytest ¼Ym

is the test view subset. We vary the sparsity level within the range
KAf5;7,9, . . . ,25;27g and examine the recognition rate under each
sparsity level for SRC, JSRC and JDSRC. The recognition results with
d¼64 and M¼5 on Session 2 are shown in Fig. 5. It is noted that for
all the recognition methods, the recognition performance first
increases with increasing level of sparsity K; when the sparsity level
surpasses a certain threshold, the recognition performance will be
stable or even decrease. The possible reason is that when the
sparsity is larger than a certain level, more atoms from the incorrect
classes are likely to be selected, thus deteriorating the classification
performance. In our experiment, for a specific training view, there
are 20 training images per-subject. Therefore, it is reasonable to
expect the sparsity level of a test view below this level, which is in
accordance with the plots in Fig. 5. This is the reason we set the
sparsity level K¼11 for SRC and K¼15 for both JSRC and JDSRC,
in all the experiments reported in this paper, which give good
performances.

4.5. Face recognition under large pose differences

In this subsection, we examine more closely the effect of large
pose differences on the performance of the multi-view face
Table 2
Multi-view recognition rate (%) under different view-differences (C ¼ 129,

d¼ 64, M¼ 5).

View subset MSM [13] Graph [11] SRC [5] JSRC [16] JDSRC

Same views 63.5 80.7 71.1 58.6 87.5
Mixed views 52.5 72.0 62.2 55.5 82.3
Different views 35.8 46.2 47.3 36.4 66.5

Please cite this article as: H. Zhang, et al., Joint dynamic sparse repr
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recognition methods described in this paper. The experimental
setups are as follows. We use the face images from all the 13 views
in Session 1 for training, i.e., Ytrain ¼Y. For testing, we use M¼3
views with pose difference from 151 to 901, i.e., the three testing
views are from the pose set f01,7yg, with yAf151,301,451,601,
751,901g. The dimensionality of data is set as d¼64. The experi-
mental results are reported graphically in Fig. 6. It can be observed
from Fig. 6 that the performance of the MSM method decreases
when the pose difference increases. The JSRC method performs
better than MSM and it performs well when the pose difference y is
small, as the assumption that the multiple test views can be
represented by the same set of atoms is more appropriate in this
scenario. However, when the pose difference is large, the joint
sparsity assumption will not hold and becomes inaccurate, thus
deteriorating the recognition performance of JSRC. The SRC method
with majority voting, on the other hand, appears to be robust with
respect to the pose differences and outperforms JSRC when the pose
difference is large. The Graph-based method performs better than
SRC under different pose differences, at the expense of more
computation (see Fig. 7). Our proposed JDSRC method is also not
esentation for multi-view face recognition, Pattern Recognition
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Table 3

Multi-view face recognition rate (%) on different test sessions (C ¼ 129,d¼ 64,M¼ 5).

Session MSM [13] Graph [11] SRC [5] JSRC [16] JDSRC

2 52.5 72.0 62.2 55.0 82.3
3 49.5 65.1 56.5 48.0 77.1
4 45.9 62.5 52.7 45.2 73.1
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sensitive to the pose differences while it can exploit the correlations
and the compatible information among the multiple views effec-
tively, outperforming all the other methods, as shown in Fig. 6.

4.6. Face recognition under different sessions

In the previous experiments, we used the multi-view face
images from Session 1 for training, and the images from Session
2 for testing. To further evaluate the robustness of the proposed
method, we present the recognition results using multi-view face
images from Session 1 for training and testing on the images
captured during several different sessions with the span of several
months. Recognition results on Sessions 2–4 data sets with M¼5
and d¼64 are summarized in Table 3. It is demonstrated that the
proposed method outperforms all the other algorithms under
different test sessions. Note that the time interval between
Session 1 and other sessions increases with increasing session
number, thus increasing the difficulties for face recognition. This
explains the gap between the recognition performances of each
algorithm on different test sessions.

4.7. Time complexity evaluation

Time complexity is an important issue in applications such as
face recognition. In this subsection, we perform some empirical
evaluation on the time complexity of the proposed method as
well as other compared methods. For a fixed number of testing
views, we generate 2000 test samples using the approach
described in Section 4.1, and record the total time for testing.
The average testing time per sample is reported graphically in
Fig. 7, where time axis is shown in log10 scale. As shown in Fig. 7,
the MSM [13] and JSRC algorithms are the most computationally
efficient among all the evaluated algorithms. The Graph-based
method [11] is the most computationally intensive one. The
Please cite this article as: H. Zhang, et al., Joint dynamic sparse rep
(2011), doi:10.1016/j.patcog.2011.09.009
algorithm using SRC with majority-voting is also time-consuming
when the number of testing views is large. The proposed JDSRC
algorithm, although required more computation than MSM, scales
much better than the Graph-based method and the SRC method,
while achieving the best performance over all the evaluated
algorithms (see Figs. 4–6).
5. Conclusion

A novel joint dynamic sparse representation-based multi-view
face recognition method is presented in this paper. This method
inherits the robustness of the sparse representation-based classi-
fication method, while also having the advantage of exploiting the
inter-correlation among the multiple views. Moreover, the novel
joint dynamic sparsity model allows more flexible atom selection
for joint sparse representation, which is of vital importance for
handling multiple views with different poses for face recognition.
Extensive experiments are carried out using the CMU Multi-PIE
database. Experimental results of the proposed method were
compared with the classical, as well as state-of-the-art, methods,
and we demonstrated the superior performance of the proposed
method on multi-view face recognition task under various varia-
tions, including number of views, feature dimensionality, view
difference and testing sessions.
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